Digital holography and 3D imaging: introduction to the Applied Optics and Journal of the Optical Society of America A joint feature issue.
The OSA Topical Meeting on Digital Holography and 3D Imaging (DH) was held June 25-28, 2018, in Orlando, Florida, USA. Feature issues based on the DH meeting series have been released by Applied Optics (AO) since 2007. This year, AO and the Journal of the Optical Society of America A (JOSA A) jointly decided to have one such feature issue in each journal. This feature issue includes thirty-eight papers in AO and nine in JOSA A, and covers a large range of topics, reflecting the rapidly expanding techniques and applications of digital holography and 3D imaging. The upcoming DH Conference (DH 2019) will be held May 19-23 in Bordeaux, France.